What’s Your Story?
Tell it, Show it, AND Sell it
with confidence and impact

The Top 10 Speaking Solutions
I have learned from two
decades on Television

SO...

What’s Your Story?

You have something valuable to share that is
unique to you and only you!
And you likely have an ideal VISION of the IMPACT
you want to make with that story.
Maybe you want to…
•  Craft an irresistible pitch

•  Deliver a powerful presentation
•  Captivate an audience with that perfect speech
•  Attract followers with compelling videos
•  Network with charisma and charm
•  Or simply dazzle someone with that first impression
Emotion-driven story-telling and audience engagement (whether the audience
is 1 or 1,000) are key to getting the results you need to enhance your business,
your brand, your cause, YOURSELF.
In my 20 + years as a television news anchor, reporter, and commercial actress,
I’ve told THOUSANDS of stories. I write and produce stories with intention.  
They inform, enlighten, inspire, and sometimes, compel people to take action.  
Now I help businesses, individuals, and non-profits maximize the emotional
impact of THEIR stories.  
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SO...

Was I born with it?
Research will tell you, there IS a strong DNA
component when it comes to CONFIDENCE,
especially with performing and public speaking.  

BUT...

Some people are just CREATED with more
confidence
That same research shows that CONFIDENCE
can be CULTIVATED.  Impactful speaking and
story-telling isn’t a TALENT.  It’s a SKILL, one
that can be learned and honed at ANY AGE
using these techniques.  

YOU can start using these
SPEAKING SOLUTIONS right away!
I break them down into two categories:

MINDSET

MECHANICS

Let’s start with Mindset...
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MINDSET
1

Self

It’s not about you! Take your SELF out of your SPEECH. Ultimately, your
message is about your audience, right? Whether you’re live in person or
on-line, OR recorded on video, think about the VALUE you are providing
to those watching and listening.  How can you ENRICH their lives? What
is your true purpose?  Internalize that thought.  Your message truly is
YOUR gift to your audience.  
(Hint: this also helps calms the nerves and combat that 4-letter word that
starts with “F” )

2

Visualization

VISUALIZE yourself actually delivering that compelling message by
creating that GOAL image in your mind. The best motivational speakers
on the planet utilize this “Mental Rehearsal” technique to achieve
astounding results.  It’s no longer a scientific secret.  Through that
visualization, you are actually “REHEARSING” success.  (And STOP
visualizing everything that COULD go wrong.  Those are limiting beliefs
that just aren’t true!)

3

Heart

Go for the HEART.  Of course, your material and content is
designed to stimulate the mind, but your overall MESSAGE, and
the way you share it, should be designed to stimulate the heart.  
Research shows EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT is even more critical than
Intellectual engagement.  Data may impress people, but seldom does it
INSPIRE them.
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4

The “F” Word

OK, since we already mentioned it, let’s talk
about the “F” word.  FEAR can stop you
from even THINKING about sharing all those
valuable ideas and messages with ANYONE.  Directly challenge those
fears!  Ask yourself, “Is what I’m fearing REALLY a probable outcome?”  
Are you going to collapse and fall off the stage?  Will everyone laugh at
and ridicule you for weeks or even months to come?  Probably NOT.  
Chances are, they won’t even NOTICE your nervousness.  
This is my go-to trick from TONY ROBBINS:
Determine that you goal is a MUST: “Ask yourself what it will cost you if you
DON’T decide to work on overcoming fear.”
Avoidance is your worst enemy.  Take ACTION and PUSH through that
Fear that’s holding you back!

5

Mantra

Mind your “Mantra”.  If you had to choose just ONE word to characterize
your intentions or describe how you want your message to be received,
what would it be?  Some examples might be...
Smooth • Inspire • Ascend • Joy • Rise • Dynamic
Shift • Transcend • Magnetic • Energize
You get the idea.  This is YOUR word for YOUR intention.  Recite it to
yourself.  Write it on the corner of your note cards.  Scroll it on your
bathroom mirror in red lipstick.  Make it yours and let it guide you.
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MECHANICS
I LOVE working with people using these simple techniques.  Like a golf coach perfects
a golfer’s swing (while VISUALIZING that heroic hole-in-one), I delight in shaping the
mechanics of people’s messages.  Your body, your voice, your smile -- They’re all
powerful tools that build credibility, relationships, and followers.  So often, I find
that just tweaking a few simple mechanisms can yield pretty amazing results.

1

Practice your Pitch

Prepare your material well in advance and know your content.  Rehearse
on your own AND in front of others.  Even a 10-second elevator pitch:  
Memorize it.  Own it.  Recite it.  Over and over again until it becomes
an intrinsic component of who you are.  RECORD yourself and listen
to it -- over and over again.  It will become natural, impactful, and
authentically you.

2

Be Expressive with your Emotions

That tension and anxiety you may feel is usually at its worst right at the
beginning of a presentation or introduction.  But you can learn to HIDE
it!  By being expressive and animated, you can often mask one emotion
with another.  Often the worst things you can do is try to “STAY CALM
AND COMPOSED.” Move around.  Laugh.  Smile.  This will delight your
audience AND relax you.

3

Eliminate “Upseak”

This is a very specific, but very pervasive Speaking Solution.  The
Problem?  Continually ending your sentences with that upward inflection
that makes your statements sound more like a question.  WOMEN do
this WAY MORE than men.  It’s almost as if you’re posing a question
or asking for permission.  You should certainly vary your inflection.  But
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try ending most of your thoughts with a
downward inflection.  (This takes practice,
but it’s a skill worth perfecting!)

4

Be a “Gesture Genius”

Hands on a podium. Arms behind your back. Fingers in your pockets.  
Body frozen in one position.  Those are all potential PERFORMANCE
PROBLEMS.  My SPEAKING SOLUTION for this one?  Move!  No
flailing, pacing, galloping, or aggressive fist-pumping.  Just meaningful,
simple, gestures that PUNCTUATE your ideas.  Use your hands.  
Engage with your eyes.  Fascinate with your face.  This is your
chance to be expressive, dynamic, and MEMORABLE.

5

All Eyes on You

ALL eyes on you?  That’s nerve-racking isn’t it?  I can talk in front of a
live camera knowing millions of watching.  But getting up in front of a
large audience, or even a small crowd STILL fills me with dread from
time to time.  Why?  Because I can see their EYES!  So many of us
equate all those eyes with JUDGEMENT.  “What are they thinking
about me?”  “They think I’m a fraud.”  “They want me to fail.”  (again,
all limiting beliefs that ARE NOT true).
A nifty SPEAKING SOLUTION to get you through this one?  Focus on
everyone’s THIRD EYE.  That space on their foreheads right between
their eyebrows.  Even in a small crowd, no one will EVER know you’re
not actually looking people in the eye.  Eye contact IS important.  But
this temporary solution can often ease those rattled nerves while
you’re STILL sharing your story and making an impact.
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SO...

What’s Next?

Simply TELLING people about these solutions often improves
performance and bolsters confidence right away.  But just like that golf
coach I mentioned earlier, a lot of people benefit from a professional
SHOWING how it’s done.  This interactive, individualized brand of
CONFIDENCE COACHING brings me so much joy, and people are
often amazed at the dramatic “BEFORE AND AFTER” comparisons in
their performance and delivery.  

I would love to help you find your own
SPEAKING SOLUTIONS and
POLISH YOUR PRESENCE with
Your vision. Your voice. Your story.

Media Personality
Public Speaking Coach
Keynote Speaker
Event Emcee
Voice Artist

kymgable@visionandvoice.info

412.719.1406

Kym Kobasko Gable
@Kymgable
kymgabletv
Kym Kobasko Gable

